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ABSTRACT
Throat-hinged geometrically variable

converging-diverging thrust-vectoring nozzles
directly affect the jet flow geometry and
rotation angle at the nozzle exit as a function
of the nozzle geometry, the nozzle pressure
ratio and flight velocity. The consideration of
nozzle divergence in the effective-geometric
nozzle relation is theoretically considered here
for the first time. In this study, an explicit
calculation procedure is presented as a
function of nozzle geometry at constant nozzle
pressure ratio, zero velocity and altitude, and
compared with experimental results in a civil
thrust-vectoring scenario. This procedure may
be used in dynamic thrust-vectoring nozzle
design performance predictions or analysis for
civil and military nozzles as well as in the
definition of initial jet flow conditions in
future numerical VSTOL/TV jet performance
studies.

NOMENCLATURE
A - area (m3)

c - nozzle planar control area (x-y, x-z
planes) (m3)

M - Mach
NPR - Nozzle Pressure Ratio
r - radius (m)
TV- Thrust Vectoring
Vc - divergent nozzle control volume (m3)
x - nozzle expansion length (m)

GREEK
- total average nozzle divergence angle

(rad)
ca - planar average nozzle divergence angle

(rad) @ i = y,z for the x-y and x-z
respective planes

- nozzle convergent angle (rad)
- vectoring angle (rad)

P
5

+sin8 Gi @ ' = y,z

SUBSCRIPTS
7 - engine station before nozzle throat
8 - engine station after nozzle throat
E - effective

e - exit
G - geometric
t - throat
y - yaw direction
z - pitch direction

INTRODUCTION
To predict the exact moments and forces

available from particular Thrust Vectoring
(TV) hardware an explicit method to calculate
performance capabilities is needed for both
military and civil TV nozzle configurations.
Although numerical and TV modeling studies
have been pursued (Carlson [1], Gal-Or [3],
Matesanz et al. [4], and Wilson [5]) an
explicit calculation procedure for
two-dimensional converging-diverging and
axisymmetric TV-nozzle performance
predictions has not been openly published.

In this study, an explicit method for the
calculation of the effective vectoring angle on
an axisymmetric TV nozzle [2] as a function
of geometry at constant nozzle pressure ratio
of 2.5, zero Mach and zero altitude is
presented for a civil nozzle configuration
(ArflAtG controlled). Through this method,
the dynamic geometry of the effective volume
within the geometric nozzle is detailed. The
effects of the dynamic TV nozzle geometry
directly predicate the exiting flow geometry
and nozzle performance capabilites.

MATHMATICAL FORMULATION
During thrust-vectoring, the nozzle control

ratio (AJAi) is maintained either as a function
of the effective nozzle areas (A^/AIE) for
military aircraft control, or as a function of the
geometric nozzle areas (AIG/AIG.) for civil
aircraft control, while the effective nozzle
metrics separate from the physical geometry of
the nozzle. Under military control, the
effective areas are maintained constant
throughout vectoring and the geometric areas
vary. Thus, the effective nozzle x-y and x-z
planar areas (Acy, Ac) (Figure 1) and the
effective nozzle volume (Vc) must remain
constant throughout vectoring. Under civil
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control, the same rule is true for the geometric
planar areas and volume (Ac,, Aa, Vc). To
clarify, define the above quantities at 8G = 0
as the control area and control volume (Ac,
Vc,) where the areas in the x-y and x-z planes
are identical by symmetry in this example.
Then, for each scenario (military, j = E; civil, j
= G)

A t i + A .
V =

@ i = y,z (3)

where the nozzle expansion length (x) is the
effective expansion length (xE) under

military control (defined below) and the
variable geometric nozzle length conforming
to x = xa cos 8 Cl cos 8 Gy, for civil control.

The effective nozzle throat area (A&)
including nozzle divergence is assumed to be
hinged to the geometric nozzle throat area
(Aid). Define the geometric relation
%i = [cos8ffi + sin8ra tanct j , where i = y.z,

8G is the geometric vectoring command and
a>; the planar average nozzle divergence
angle, is assumed uniform in the respective x-
y or x-z plane. The nozzle geometric throat
radii and the average effective throat radii are
related by

(4)

where i = z,y andy = y,z respectively. As ?>GJ

>0 the effective throat shifts into the divergent
sector of the nozzle while the flow conforms to
the dynamic elliptic geometry of the nozzle.
This geometric-effective throat-areas relation
is written

+sin8Gy tan2

(5)

Assuming that the exit area deviation from
orthogonality with the divergent nozzle center
line is negligible the effective expansion
length is approximated

xe =x c -2r,0.[sin8Cj +sin8c>] (6)

In this scenario, the planar control area is
the constant geometric planar area frm
equation (3). Thus, the elliptic geometric exit
raidii are found

(11)

and the planar average nozzle ttlvergencce
angle is

a,- =arctan (12)

The effective exit radii is found through

@ i=y,z (13)

The effective exit area in this scenario is found
through the relation A*E = nrzry, (likewise for
the geometric exit area in the military
scenario).

Having calculated the nozzle geometry for
an axisymmetric nozzle during thrust-
vectoring, it is assumed that the cross-section
of the exiting jet flow will conform to the
same geometry in both military and civil
control scenarios. Thus, at the critical flow
point, the geometry and direction of jet flow
must be similar to the geometric properties of
the nozzle. It is conjectured that the angular
difference between the effective and geometric
areas of the nozzle exit is similar to the
effective vectoring angle. Thus, the relation
for the effective vectoring angle prediction is

8, = arccos - ^ - @ i = y, z (14)

Figure 2 demonstrates a good comparison of
the equation (14) prediction with experimental
results'[2]. Equation (14) performance at the
nozzle critical point relative to the NPR range
validates this computational procedure (Figure
3). In the future, NPR influence on nozzle
performance may be included in this
procedure for a more robust nozzle
performance prediction.

The flow coefficient is found through
adjusting the conventional value (taken to be
0.9436 @ ba - 0 and NPR = 2.5) as a function
of the effective throat area
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resulting in a reasonable prediction (Figure 4).
The thrust coefficient proves to be virtually
unaffected at the critical point by TV.

CONCLUSIONS
An explicit TV nozzle performance

calculation procedure was presented to
calculate the dynamic TV-nozzle geometry
and performances at the critical flow point.
The geometric predictions compare well with
the experimental results for a civil-
controlled axisymmetric converging-diverging
geometrically-variable nozzle. This verifies
the geometrical predictions and may be used
in future TV nozzle design to reduce costly
experimental investigations. Further, it may
be implemented to evaluate current TV nozzle
performances to enhance aircraft and defence
simulations, as well as provide realistic initial
conditions for future numerical VSTOL/"TV
jet performance studies.

Figure 1: Geometrically-variable TV nozzle
schematic in unvectored (1) and vectored (2)
positions. '
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Figure 3: 8e* prediction (*) compared with
experimental data across the NPR range for
8G* = 0 deg (+), 6GZ = 10 deg (--), 8o* = 20 deg
(-.-) and 5GZ = 30 deg (...).
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Figure 4: Flow coefficient prediction (CDS)
across the vectoring range.
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Figure 2: 5E* prediction compared with
experimental data [2] for 0 < 8G* < 30 (deg).
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